Demography BACPOP

Fall 2012

- **September 6, 2012**: Aaron Cicourel (Professor Emeritus of Medicine and Sociology, UC San Diego). *Origin and Demise of Socio-cultural Presentations of Self from Birth to Death: Caregiver ‘Scaffolding’ Practices Necessary for Guiding and Sustaining Communal Social Structure throughout the Life Cycle.*
- **November 2, 2012, NOTE Due Hurricane Sandy our special Tuesday BACPOP is now a special Friday BACPOP**: Simon Szreter (History and Public Policy, Cambridge University). *Estimates of the population prevalence of venereal disease in modern English history before the Great War: comparing the 1770s with the 1910s. Exact time to be posted later, expect an early evening start time.*
- **December 6, 2012**: Adrian E. Raftery (Statistics and Sociology, University of Washington). *Bayesian Population Projections for All Countries.*
- **SPECIAL WORKSHOP** Friday, December 7 from 10am to noon in the Demography Seminar Room (2232 Piedmont Avenue) **OPEN TO ALL**: *Bayesian Population Projections: Do It Yourself* by Hana Sevcikova and Adrian Raftery.

Spring 2013

- **February 7, 2013**: Christine Tichet (demographer and sociologist at Institut National de Recherche Agronomique, Paris). *The onset of*
social class tastes among children of migrants in France: competing patterns of tastes and eating habits in the context of migration.

- **March 7, 2013:** Jason Boardman (Sociology, University of Colorado), *Genetic inheritance and demographic inquiry: What do specific genes tell us?*


- **May 2, 2012:** Tod Hamilton (Sociology, Harvard University). *Selection, Language Heritage, and the Earnings Trajectories of Black Immigrants in the United States.*